Differential gating of slow postsynaptic and high-frequency spike-like components in human somatosensory evoked potentials under isometric motor interference.
Human cortical somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) can be modified by concomitant motor tasks ('gating'), through peripheral occlusion and/or central mechanisms. The present study aimed (1) at refining earlier results concerning motor-gating of the primary cortical EPSP-related N20 response after electric median nerve stimulation, and (2) at providing first data on motor-gating of the 600 Hz SEP wavelet burst which occurs superimposed onto N20 and primarily reflects repetitive cerebral population spikes. In 12 healthy subjects median nerve SEP were elicited, using electrical stimuli with intensities below, at and above motor threshold, under either rest or an isometric fist clenching task. Amplitude and latency modifications were analysed for the peripheral compound action potential (CAP), low-frequency SEP components (N20, P25, N35 and P70) and the high-frequency burst. While the peripheral CAP remained unchanged, isometric motor innervation significantly attenuated N20, P25 and P70 amplitudes and shortened peak latencies progressively for all components after N20. In contrast, the high-frequency 600 Hz burst was modulated neither in amplitude nor in latency. Regular amplitude recruitment occurred for all components independent from the motor task, excluding channel saturation as an explanation for gating. We suggest that SEP gating under isometric motor innervation is a central process which selectively operates on specific SEP components and could partly reflect an "efference copy" mechanism.